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Why land rover defender is the best off-roader you can buy right now we're driving a Land Rover Defender from James Bond 'No Time To Die' Our favourite cars Easter eggs 12 Ridiculously rare sports cars Audi's biggest Special Editions The Fiat 124 Abarth Is Now A Used Convertible Bargain 13 Future Cars We Can't
Wait To See On The Road Why The 2021 Cadillac Escalade Is The Ultimate Fullsize SUV Keep up with the latest daily buzz with BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! eBay for Charity Have you ever watched The Voice and seen Alicia Keys performing in those stunning Dolce &amp; Gabbana boots and just had a massive shoe
conscious? Well, ebay.com is here to make your wardrobe dreams come true, as your favorite celebrities, including everyone from Big Sean to Sophie Bush and of course, Alicia Keys, are currently auctioned with their clothes and accessories live on the website until 7pm on Thursday, April 20. Iskra Lawrence is
auctioned with 11 items of her personal clothing. I'm thrilled to be able to auction this spring at auction from my memorable pieces from the wardrobe! My favourite part of this spring cleaning process is that the entire proceeds will benefit the National Eating Disorders Association, an organisation that is very close to my



heart and one I proudly support, she told ElleDecor.com. eBay charity Alicia Keys is currently auctioning out 43 items, including a made-up Givenchy dress she wore at the KCA Black Ball 2011 in London. All proceeds from Keys's sale will go to her charity, Keep a Child Alive, which works to end the AIDS epidemic. eBay
for charity actress Sophia Bush, who currently plays in Chicago P.D., auctioned 19 design items from various top brands including Chanel and Balenciaga. Her charitable choice is Chicago Public Schools, where the proceeds will be made. eBay for Charity Football player, Victor Cruz and basketball superstar, Kobe
Bryant are auctioning a variety of sweaters, sneakers and jackets for their personal nonprofits, the Victor Cruz Foundation and the Kobe &amp; Vanessa Bryant Family Foundation. Rapper, Big Sean will be auctioned at the auction of nine items of clothing in favor of the Sean Anderson Foundation, which focuses on
education. Finally, the Snapchat star, Yesjulz, auctioned 12 items, including pre-wear DWADE sneakers for the Jack Brewer Foundation, which aims to empower women and children living in footwear and underdeveloped communities. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to
help users provide their email addresses. More information about this and similar content can be found on the piano.io With these tips from eBay PowerSeller, you may be able to find more information about this and similar content. Whether you're a seasoned PowerSeller or a keen self-startr, selling on eBay can be
captured if at a moment Pursuit. Making Making profits are rarely made overnight, and pays new sellers to do their homework before jumping in. A lot has changed on eBay in 2008. If you want names just a few, the arrival of the best match feature and changes in Buy It Now formats and feedback. And they all forced
even the most erudite vendors to revisit the drawing board. Here are 14 tips vendors of all levels should (re)consider before pressing the relist button.1. Get to grips with Best MatchBecaious Best Matches September 2008 has presented both new opportunities and challenges for many sellers and has already filtered out
from the lazy. Instead of the default search view, which is sorted by items that end as soon as possible, it's now recent sales, title keywords, item details, price, feedback, detailed salesperson estimates, and a number of other secret sauce factors that help determine where your lists will appear in the mix. If you are
serious about earning money on eBay, it pays to know how it works.2. Understanding the changes to Buy It Now and ShopsNumber changes announced by eBay in 2008 include fixed price lists, which are usually cheaper to list, which last much longer (if you so wish) and all formats that are now included in the main
search results. Thus, it is now cost-effective for sellers to list their entire stock or stock with only one listing per product. Once you've accumulated some sales, increase the amount of units available, and whether the list is active or re-listed to maintain all important recent sales popularity. Read more.3. Detailed salesman
what? Detailed vendor ratings (DSRs) are now as important as feedback, but the line has been raised probably a touch too high for some sellers in certain categories. On average, if you receive more than 4.6 out of 5 stars over a 30-day period, you will be entitled to a discount on final costs and other benefits, but you
can be fined if you collect consistently low ratings and bad feedback. More than ever, it's important to provide a service and communicate with customers. Keep an eye on the DSRs in the vendor control panel.4. Open eBay ShopTho you're selling for anything more than a little money pin, you probably already run an
eBay store and save on the corners. eBay offers the tools you'll need to build, brand and customize a store without technical knowledge, but the templates are basic at the best of times, so invest time to customize the look and feel of your store with your own HTML. Be sure to set cross-promotion rules to draw attention
to similar products, and create About Me to highlight what makes you unique.5. Using Sales Manager ProKeeping track sales is a stay in a smooth process, but if you sell in quantity and not some automation, your time could soon be eaten by administration. eBay's Excellent Sales Manager Pro can mitigate some of the
Pain. Automating feedback and creating custom email templates will keep your customers up to date when you click the button, allowing you to easily archive sales and printing invoices, and evaluate your sales at a glance. There is no substitute for a polite phone call if you have a difficult or anxious customer. Just look
at my phone bill.6. Informing customers Prevention is better than the drug when it comes to feedback, so friendly communication and instant and secure delivery will help you avoid criticism. But how do you communicate the importance of your detailed vendor ratings? Unfortunately, I think eBay doesn't succeed in this on
your behalf, so it's worth spelling at your customers that 5 stars makes a difference. Add a note at the top of your sending and payments received emails highlighting the importance of such, and mention DSRs on the homepage of your store. Consider leaving feedback as soon as your customer has paid, too. Current
page: Page 1 Next page Page 2 Each makes errors here and then. It is perfectly acceptable to make a mistake on eBay and make a transaction. The correct procedure for cancelling a transaction depends on the type of transaction and how far it has progressed. The answer to the question: Whether I can change my
mind about the eBay sale depends. Below are some common scenarios on how to cancel an eBay sale, depending on the type of list and transaction rate. When the buyer bids at auction, technically, they take down the contract to pay the final price. Unfortunately, the buyer sometimes decides that he does not want to
pay. They may have found another item after the bid, the auction may have been too much to say and over-insouth with the emotion of the auction, or they may have changed their minds. The buyer has some decisions here. First of all, they can't pay. However, this action could lead to an UPI or unpaid item. Too many of
these cases are against the deal and are temporarily suspended from eBay permanently. The second choice is for the buyer to complete the delay of the offer. The buyer can easily cancel the offer if he changes his mind and essentially misses the auction. This is the preferred method in accordance with the terms of
service of eBay.  If the buyer changes their mind about selling eBay at the end of the auction, they can contact the seller and ask them to cancel the transaction. As long as the cancellation is at the customer's request, most sellers will comply accordingly. Salespeople cannot pressure the customer to pay if the customer
no longer wants the item. The salesperson can offer another admable quote to another bid or re-list the item. The cancellation process is slightly different for fixed item prices. The seller has the option to put the immediate payment option on the list. If the item does not have an instant payment, you can use the
salesperson to cancel at your request. If the item had an instant payment and you had already paid for it and the seller has not yet submitted it, you can send a message to the salesperson to cancel the transaction and PayPal. Most vendors will work with you on this issue. They do not want to deal with a refund, so it is in
their interest to cancel the transaction. The buyer does not get any negative measures on his account, nor does the seller. However, the seller may be a bit irritated and block you, but there are no negative consequences other than that.  If you sent the best quote to the seller and it was accepted, you will receive an
invoice. If you decide that you do not want to buy the item, it is ultimately best to contact the salesperson and explain that you no longer want the item and cancel the transaction at the customer's request. Again, there are no negative consequences, except for the annoying seller. Remember, sellers sell items on eBay to
make money. When transactions are canceled, it affects the seller's line. The seller can block you. One last scenario needs to be considered. If you change your mind about selling after shipping the item, it's best to contact the salesperson and explain that you've changed your mind. Once the package has arrived, mark
it with a return to sender, and the package will be redirected back to the seller. Tracking will appear when it is delivered. The salesperson can refund the cost of the item, but not send it, as you changed your mind after shipping. You can also open a refund request. But you'll have to pay for the return shipment. Using the
return method, the package remains unsuppressed and the seller will receive it back exactly as they submitted it.  Whenever you communicate with your trading partner on eBay, always use the eBay messaging system. All messages are archived there. If eBay needs to step in to help resolve the dispute or answer a
question, all correspondence is visible to them. Keep communication on eBay so that everything between you and the seller is documented. Documented.
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